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SYSTEM MANAGER (CONTRACTUAL)

PART - I

Four options are given against each of the following questions. Select the besUcorrect
option from among the four options (Question Nos. l-24).

l. Seventh International Tourism Mart held for the first time in Tripura on

I (A) 21st to 23rd November, 2018

(B) 23rd to 25th November, 2018

(C) 22n d to 24th November, 2018

(D) 27th to 29th November, 2018

2. ONGC started drilling in Tripura, from the year r.

(A) te62 (B) le6s
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(c) le70 (D) te72

I

3. ISRO's Technology Incubation Centre in Agartala is inaugurated on

(A) 21st September, 2018 (B) lSth September, 2018

(C) l6th September, 2018 (D) 20th September, 2018

4. "Rajmala" which is a chronicle of the Kings of Tripura, wffi written under which

King ?

(A) Durga Manikya (B) Ramgana Manikya

(C) Dharma Manikya

l /TR/STWTPSC/ I 9/A- 100 (3)

(D) Birendra Kishore Manikya
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5. With which counEy India sigred an MoU on Ocean Dialogue ?

(A) Denmark @) Switzoland

(C) Sweden. @) NorwaY

6. Which of the following was most probably the first metal to be used in India ?

(A) Iron (B) Copper

(C) Gold @) Silver

(A) Khasi @) Garo

(C) Lepcha @) Jaintia

8, Number of commands of Indian Army currently employed is 

-.(A) 8 (B) s

(c) 6 (D) 7

9. Which country will host the 2019 Africa Cup of Nations?

(A) Esypt (B) UAE

(C) China @) Argentina

10. The scientists from launched a Telescope to detect cosmic X-rays'

(A) China (B) US

(C) Japan

1/TR/SIVI/TPSC/1 9/A- I 00 (4)

@) India

7. Which of the following is not an official language of Meghalaya ?



ll. which country ranked frst as per the climate change Performance Indpx (ccPD?

(A) Sweden @) Iran PSC
(C) Mexico @) Ireland

12. Tsunami stuck coastal towns in on 22nd Decem

(A) Indonesia (B) Malaysia

(C) Maldives @) Thailand

13. Which of the following is NOT written by Munshi Premchand ?

(A) Gaban (B) Godan

(C) Guide @) Mansorovar

14."sportsChannel"amonthlyvideomagazinehasbeenlaunchedby

(A) Kapil Dev

(C) Ajit Wadekar @) Nawab Pataudi

15. Aurobindo was the author of

(A) Discovery of India @) Hindu view of life

(C) Yogashastra (D) Savihi

16. The creator of 'sherlock Holmes' was 
------';r

(A) Arthur Conan Doyle ) Ian Fleming

(C) Dr.Watson (D) ShakesPeare
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17. How many bones comprise the adult human skeleton ?

(A) 204 bones (B) 206 bones

(C) 208 bones (D) 214 bones

lg. what part of the Quinine plant is commonly used in drug for Malaria?

(A) Leaves (B) Fruits

(C) Root (D) Stem bark

19. Which country tops in the FIFA global ranking 2018 ?

(A) Belgium (B) Brazil

(C) India (D) France

20. Name the hardest material present in the body ?

(A) Dentin @) Pulp

(C) Enamel @) None of these

21. Eutrophication of water bodies is caused by

(A) Entry of sand and silt @) Nuhient enrichment

(C) Enty of heavY metals (D) Radioactive Pollution

22. Sulphur dioxide caus€S .-.

(A) Global warming

(C) Water pollution
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(B) Ozone layer dePletion
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(A) Arsenic @) Lead
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(C) Carbon monoxide @) Mercury

24. The unit for measurement of radioactivity is

(B) Tesla

@) Becquerel

Each of the following items consists of a word in capital letters, followed by four words
or group of words. select the word or group of words that is opposite meaning to the
word in capital letten. (Question Nos. 25-27)

25. EPICI.JREAN

(A) Ascetic @) Slovenly

(C) Imprecision @) Providential

26. COERCTVE

(A) Progressive @) Gentle

(C) Opinionated @) Promoting

27. RELTNQI TSH

(A) Abdicate @) Renounce

(C) Possess

-a-

(7) ftimover

23. 'Mesothelioma' is caused by toxicity of

(A) Decibel

(C) Hertz

I /TR/SIVI/TPSC/l 9/A- I 00
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Each of the following items consists of a word in capital leffers, followed by four words

or group of words. Select the word or group of words which exliress the closest / similar

nteaning of the given word in capital letters. (Question Nos' 28-30)

28. AIVIBI.]LATORY

(A) Peripatetic @) Quiescent

(C) Stationar.v @) Sedentary

29. MUNIFICENCE

(A) Plagiarism @) Principality

(C) Charisma @)'GenerosrtY

30. PILLORY

(A) Scorn @) Extol

(B) Applaud (D) Revere

In the following questions, an idiom or proverb has been underlined. Choose its correct

meaning in the given context from the alternatives given below. (Question Nos. 3l-32)

3l.TheonlygoodnewsinthistaleisthatHinson,whocouldbean@
poster boy, ultimately lost his job. i

(A) One who puts others in nouble.

(B) One who is hardworking.

(C) One who doesn't want to spend his own money'

@) One who is full of big talk but lacks substance and actions'

I.
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32. God's acre refers to which of the following places ?

(B) Aisle
C-r
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(C) A cemetery beside a church @) Altar

Select the option which gives correct meaning of the given idiom/phrase. (Question Nos.

33-34)

33. Fits and starts

(A) regular

(C) rapid (D) puzzled

34. Dressing-down

(A) Apply bandage @) Wear an expensive gown

(C) Give a scolding @) Pretend

Four options are given against each of the following questions. Select the besUcorrect

option from among the four option. (Question No. 35-40)

35. Filament of electric bulb is made of

(A) Copper @) Tungsten

(C) Lead @) Silicone

I /TR/SIvI/TPSC/1 9/A- I 00 (e) [Tum over

(A) Church

@) unsteady

36. Metal remains in liquid state at room temperatuls i3 

-.(A) Mercury (B) Silver

(C) Zinc @) Cadmium



37. Baking soda is the common name for

(A) Sodium carbonate (B) Calcium carbonate

(C) Sodium bicarbonate @) Sodium chloride

(A) Radio waves @) Micro waves

@) Ultrasonic waves

39. Bluetooth is a type of radio wave information transmission system that is good for
about

(A) 30 feet @) 30 yards

(C) 30 miles (D) 300 miles

40. Which one makes blood toxic combining with haemoglobin ?

(A) Carbon diodde (B) Carbon monoxide

(C) Methane @) Orygen

G
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38. Which wave is being used by common TV remote contol ?

(C) Infared waves



PART - II

Four options are given against each of the following questions. Select the besUcorrect
option from among the four options (Question Nos. 4l-100).

41. The interior node of a syntax tree represgnts
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(A). operand (B) operator

(C) operator/operand @) value of
P C

42. Which of the following grarnmar is more powerful ?

(A) Regular grammar (B) Context-sensitive grarnmar

@) Unresticted grammar(C) Context-free grammar

43. There are three source languages and four target languages available for the compilation
process. How many translation processes are required without using the Integrated
Circuit (IC) ?

(A) 3. (B) 4

(c) 12 (D) 7

44. Which one of the following cannot be the input to ttre code generation process ?

(A) Source program (B) Intermediate code

(C) Assembly program (D) Machine code

45. Kleene closure

(A) cleanly closes the token

(B) is one or more occurrences of the symbol

(C) is zero or more occurences of the symbol

@) None of these
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46. High - level intermediate language is

(A) machine dePendent

(C) machine indePendent

(B) FORTAN

(D) COBOL

47. Pumping lemmu'i5: generally used for proving

(A) a given grarnmar is regular

(B) a given grammar is not regular

(c) whether two given regular expressions are equivalent or not

(D) None of the above

4g. Which of the following is not accepted by Deterministic Push DownAutomata (DPDA)

but accepted by Non-Deterministic Push Down Automata (NPDA) ?

(A) Snings end with a particular alphabet

(B) All stings which a given symbol present at least twice

(C) Even Palindromes

(D) None of the above

49. The number of symbols necessary to simulate a Turing Machine (TM) with m symbols

and n states is

(A) rnn (B) 2m(n+m)

(C) 4mn+n (D) 8mn+4m

50. Which of the following is correct statement in Finite Automata ?

(A) finite tape length, bi-directional tape movement

(B) finite tape length, unidirectional tape movement

(C) infinite tape length, unidirectional tape movement

@) infinite tape length, bi-directional tape movement

E.
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51. The data structure, incorporating the rule is used in Push Down Automata @DA) is
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(B) Last In First Out (LIFO)

P
(D) All of the above

52. The order of transition flrnctions can be taken from Turing Machine (Tl"I) is

(A) randomly @) sequentially

(c) both (A) and (B) @) Neither (A) nor (B)

53. Which of the following is a partial recursive function ?

(A) Post system (B) x-calculus

(c) RAM (D) All of the above

54. Minimizing the number of states in Deterministic Finite Automata @FA)

(A) minimizes the scanning time

(B) minimizes the memory requirements

(C) Bottr (A) and (B)

@) Neither (A) nor (B)

55. I(n)=)xfi*sxni3, then big Oh notation for the function (n) is

(A) o(n) (B) o(loe n)

(C) O(l) (D) None of the above

-T- C
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(A) First In First Out GIFO)

(C) Linked list
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56. Which of the following cannot be solved by recursion ?

(A) Fibonacci series

(B) Factorial of a number

(C) Power function

(D) All of the above can be solved by recusion

57. Which of the following can be used to solve the Tower of Hanoi Problem ?

(A) Recursion @) Procedural

(D) None of the above(C) Divide and conquer

58. In a binomial tree what is the order of the second sub-tree of the root (from the

height) ?

(A) 2 (B) I

(c) 0 @) None of the above

59. A cycle that covers all the edges of the given SaPh, without having to cover any

vertex twice is called

(A) Hamiltonian cYcle (B) Hamming cYcle

(C) Euler cycle (D) None of the above

60. Depth first search can be implemented by using

(A) Stack (B) Queue

(C) Bottr (A) and (B) (D) Neither (A) nor (B)

I.

l /TR/SIWTPSC/ I 9/A- I 00 (14)
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61. If sub-problems are such that each solution can be used at a later point (the sub-

problems need not be homogenous), which strategy can be used ?

(A) Dynamic (B) Divide and conquer
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(C) Backtracking (D) None of the above
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62. A tree that covers all the vertices of a given graph is called a

(A) Search tree @) Parse tree

(C) Spanning tree @) None of the above

63. The greedy (approximation) vertex cover problem is a

(A) 2-approximation problem (B) 3-approximation problem

(C) Both (A) and (B) (D) Neither (A) nor @)

64. How many AND gates are required for a 1- to -8 multiplexer ?

(A) 2 (B) 6

(c) 4 (D) s

65. Synchronous counters eliminate the delay problems encountered with asynchronous

counters because the

(A) input clock pulses are applied only to the first and last stages

@) input clock pulses are applied only to the last stage

(C) input clock pulses are not used to activate any of the counter stages

@) input clock pulses are applied simultaneously to each stage

I /TR/SIWTPSC/ I 9/A- I 00 ( 1s) [Turn over
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66.Theconditionoccurringwhentwoormoredevicestrytowritedatatoabus
simultaneously is called

(A) bus collisions

(C) address decoding

67. Which is the correct order of sequence for representing the input values in Kamaugh

map (K-Map) ?

(A) 00, 01, lo, ll (B) 00, lo' ol, ll

(c) 00, ol, 11, lo (D) oo, lo, ll' ol

68. Depending upon the flow of current from the output of one logic circuit to the input

of another, the logic families can be divided into

(A) 2 categories (B) 3 categories

(C) 5 categories (D) 4 categories

69. The voltage levels for positive logic system

(A) must necessarilY be Positive

(B) must necessarilY be negative

(C) may be Positive or negative

(D) must necessarilY be 0 V and 5 V

T0.Knowledgeofbinarynumbersystemisrequiredforthedesigrersofcomputcrsand
otha digital systems because

(A) it is easy to leam binary number system

(B) it is easy to learn Boolean algebra

(C) it is easy to use binary codes

(D) ttre devices used in this systems operate in binary

I
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(B) address multiPlexing

(D) bus contention



71. Digital representations of numerical values of quantities may BEST be described as

having characteristics

(A) that are difficult to interpret because they are continuously changing

(B) that vary constantly over a continuous range of values

(C) that vary in constant and direct proportion to the values they represent

(D) that vary in discrete steps in proportion to the values they represent

72. Which of the following are uses of Computer Network ? T PSC
(A) Resource sharing

@) Power cornmunication medium P
(C) Providing high reliability

(D) All of the above

73. What is (are) the method(s) to move data through a network of links and switches ?

(A) Packet switching (B) Circuit switching

(C) Line switching @) Both (A) and (B)

74. Dual-stack approach refers to

(A) implementing Ipv4 with 2 stacks

@) implementing Ipv6 with 2 stacks

(C) node has both Ipv4 and Ipv6 support

(D) None of the mentioned above
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75. If the value in protocol field is 17, the transport layer protocol used is

(B) UDP

(C) Either (A) or (B) (D) None of the above

76. Difilerent computers are connected to a LAN by a cable and

1.{) modem @) interface card

(C) special wires @) telephone lines

77. Eror detection at the data link layer is achieved by

(A) Bit stuffrng (B) Cyclic redundancY codes

(C) Hamming codes @) Equalization

78. Encryption and decryption are the functions of

(A) Session layer @) Presentation laYer

(C) Transport laYer @) None of the above

79. Which of the following term is best defined by the statement :

information to maximize information hiding in the desigr'" ?

(A) Underestimated development time

@) Organizational restruaturing

(C) Requirements changes

@) None of the mentioned above

"Derive tncctbility
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80. One Key reason why developers have diffrculty testing their own work is

(A) Lack of technical documentation
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(C) Lack of objectivity

@) Lack of training
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81. Efficiency in a software product does not include

(A) responsiveness @) licensing

(C) memory utilization (D) processing time

82. The fundamental notions of software engineering does not account for

(A) software processes (B) softuare sectrity

(C) software reuse (D) software validation

83. According to a statistical report: "over 30o/o of all software projects are cancelled
before completion and over 70Yo of the remainder fail to deliver expected features".
What must be the reason for such a situation ?

(A) Poor change management

(B) Poor requirements management

(C) Poor qualrty confiol

(D) All of the above

84. HTML is a

(A) Programming Language (B) Scripting Language

(C) Web Browser (D) Network Protocol

(le)UTR/SIWTPSC/I 9/A.I OO [Turn over



85. XLL definition is used along with Extensible Markup Language ()Ar4L) to spcci$

(A) ttre data types of the contents of )Cr4L document

(B) the presentation of )Cr'IL document

(C) the links with other documents

(D) the structure of )Cr4L document

86. Given the below statements about C programming language

l.mainQfrmctionshouldalwaysbethefirstfunctionpresentinaCprogramfile.

2, All the ele.ments of an union share their memory location'

3.Avoidpointercanholdaddressofanytypeandcanbetypecastedtoaoyt}?e,

4..A static variable hold random junk value if it is not initialized'

Which of the above are correct statements ?

(A) 2,3 (B) l' 2

(c) 1,2, r @) 1,2' 3' 4

ST.Thefollowingcode.fo(;;)'representsaninfiniteloop.Itcanbeterminatedby

(A) break @) exit (o)

(C) abort 0 (D) All of the mentioned above

88. The "C" language is

(A) Context free language

(C) Regular language

@) Context sensitive language

@) None of the above

89. What will be the outPut of the following statement ?

int a = 10; Print("%d &i", a,10);

(A) enor (B) 10

(C) lO l0 (D) None of the above
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90. How is generalization implemented in Object Oriented programming languages ?

(A) Inheritance (B) Polymorphism

(C) Encapsulation (D) Abstract classes

91. Four Jobs to be executed on d single processor system arrive at time 0 in the order A,B,
C,D. Their burst CPU time requirements are 4,1,8,1 time units, respectively. The
completion time of A under round robin scheduling with time slice of one time unit is

(A) r0

(c) 8

92. Distributed systems should

(A) meet prescribed time constraints

(B) aim better resource sharing

(C) aim better system utilization

@) aim low system overhead

(B) 4

(D) e
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93. What are the shortcuts of warm booting?

(A) Crrl + Alt + Del (B) ctrl + Shift + Del

(C) Tab + Del (D) Alt + F4

94. lf a process fails, most operating system write the error information to a

(A) another running process (B) new file

(C) log file (D) None of the above

95. In Unix, which system call creates the new process ?

(A) fork (B) create

(C) new (D) None of the above
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96. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was designed by

(A) National'Institute of Standards and Technology

(B) IBM

(c) HP

(D) Intel

97. Developing database and maintaining standards and controls for an organization's

databases is called

(A) End user database (B) Hypermedia database

(D) Data administration(C) Data resource management

98. Which language has errantly become the defacto standard for interfacing application

programs with Relational Database Management system (RDMS) ?

(A) Or'acle (B) SQL

(c) dBASE (D) 4G2

99. In private key cryptograPhY

(A) sender and receiver both must have secret key

(B) sender and receiver both need not have secret key

(C) only sender must have the secret key

@) only receiver must have the secret key

100. Which device uses digital reference value ?

(A) Comparator @) Tracking hardware

(C) Stylus (D) None of the above.
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